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Fed still causing confusion with “neutral” 

Between the open two Friday’s ago and the close this past Friday, the implied rate in the January 2020 
fed funds future fell 20 basis points. It now prices that the funds rate will close 2019 at 2 ¾%, which maps 
to roughly even odds of one or two hikes during 2019, assuming the Fed goes at its next meeting in 
December.  The actual expectation may be closer to two times, given what appears still to be a small 
negative term premium in the money market strip.  But that minutia aside, the market believes the Fed 
closing in on the end of the tightening cycle.  

The repricing over the past several sessions has not been driven exclusively by comments from senior 
Fed officials, which were interpreted as being on the dovish side.  Money market traders have been 
impressed also by weakness in the high-yield market, developments in global politics, and evidence that 
US inflation has stalled below even the Fed’s long-term   target of 2%.  In the background, the market 1

also has had to contend with the economy coming off the boil, although last week’s data were on balance 
consistent with continued above-trend growth. 

This note, however, focuses on what we learned from recent televised interviews with the two most senior 
Fed officials.  On Wednesday, Fed Chairman Powell was interviewed by the president of the Dallas Fed, 
Robert Kaplan. And on Friday, Vice-Chairman Clarida was interviewed by Steve Liesman for CNBC.  See 
here for the link to the Powell interview and here for the CNBC story, along with video, of the Clarida 
interview.  

The underlying cyclical issue is not one of Fed communications 

Source: BLS data to October, consensus estimates for November, Blanchflower and Levin 2015. 
 

 While the Fed is unlikely to be a reverse inflation nutters over the issue, they would probably prefer to see underlying inflation above the long-term 1

target during the late cycle, for reasons I have discussed in earlier notes. Following the PPI and CPI reports for October, the consensus is that the 12-
month change of core PCE deflator will probably slip to around 1.85%. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHZe0d4neHo#action=share
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2018/11/16/watch-cnbcs-full-interview-with-fed-vice-chairman-richard-clarida.html


At some risk of slightly over-simplifying, the main message from those two interviews is that the Fed is 
not being guided by a need to get the funds rate back to “neutral” and is therefore not on autopilot.   

The base case remains that the Fed will go by more than is currently priced into the futures strip.  But this 
is almost entirely about the data flow, which continue to leaves an impression that the Fed will have to 
engineer a further tightening of financial conditions in order to ratchet aggregate demand growth back to 
trend.   

It has little to do with the concept of funds rate “neutrality”, which is a poor guide to Fed decisions in real 
time.   And it is possible that some participants in the money market may have been relying excessively 
on presumed Fed guidance, which they believe to have been withdrawn last week.  A simpler story, which 
I have been pushing, is that it was never there. 

Before getting into how Fed officials have again confused their story around the role of the neutral funds 
rate, it may be useful briefly to go over why the concept of a neutral funds rate is unhelpful as a real-time 
guide to Fed decision making. These are arguments I have made before, so I will just reiterate the three 
issues in point form: 

• The standard error around conventional estimates of the neutral funds rate cluster around +/- 200 or 
250 basis points.  Perhaps the bond market can price the mean and largely ignore that variance, but 
the Fed can hardly do that when making actual policy decisions.  2

• Even if the Fed  were to know the level of the neutral funds rate with 100% certainly and precision, it 
would not follow from this that delivering a neutral funds rate would break a self-reinforcing cycle of 
above-trend demand growth.  Neutral is not meant to be a ceiling. 

• Even if “neutral” were known with precision and could stop a cyclical overheating, the neutral involved 
here would relate to financial conditions, not the funds rate.  Looking out three or four years, it might be 
appropriate to assume that financial conditions would be at a neutral setting when the funds rate is. 
That would be the most obvious base case. But in real time application, there is much slippage from 
funds to financial conditions.  Given that financial conditions are what do the actual work of Fed 
stimulus or restraint, the Fed will always choose to observe financial conditions directly in real-time 
decision making. 

If that is the right take, then the question immediately arises: why has the Fed placed so much emphasis 
on the concept of neutrality over the past few years?  

I am not confident I have a good answer to that, and the world would look clearer to me if the Fed simply 
stopped talking about neutrality.  But, for me, the least unconvincing story is that in the early going the 
concept of neutrality was a useful shorthand for the Fed raising rates in anticipation of full employment 
being achieved, and that more recently speaking in terms of neutrality is a nice way of obscuring that the 
Fed’s intention is to drive employment growth much lower.  It is more politically correct to speak of 
“renormalization” and “extending the cycle” than of the (real) need to force growth down. 

With that as background, then, let’s take a look at what Powell and Clarida actually said about the role of 
neutrality in their comments last week. 

 This issue is sometimes obscured by Fed officials mentioning the range of central estimates guessed by various Fed officials or 2

academics. The range of these central estimates on the FOMC, for example, is 2 ½ to 3 ½ percent, which is perhaps not so wide. 
But that is a very misleading indication of the uncertainty involved here, because the guessers all use roughly the same 
methodology.  The variance across the central estimates is not remotely a proxy for the variance within the estimates. 
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Powell 

Powell’s comments were the more jarring because he is the more senior and because he has recently 
been quite inconsistent on this issue.  At the Jackson Hole conference in late August, he correctly (in my 
view) distanced himself from the idea that policy would be guided much by the search for neutral, as I 
documented in this brief note, whose title is a play on words.   

But then in an interview with Judy Woodroof of PBS in early October, Powell emphasized that policy 
remained a long way from neutral, which was understandably (if wrongly) interpreted as suggesting that 
rate hikes would remain on autopilot for a while. 

In his interview with Kaplan last week (at around the 12 minute mark) he describes renormalization as 
having past its sell-by date, and suggests that policy must now be particularly data dependent.  A few 
minutes into this discussion is where he makes the reference to walking around a suddenly dark room full 
of furniture, moving slowly so as not to bump into anything. 

Whether or not you are a fan of folksy metaphors (and sentences that seem invariably to start with “you 
know”), the message Powell is conveying there seem to me to be the correct one.  Neutral is practically 
almost irrelevant.   And the Fed’s actual approach is to continue raising the funds rate gradually until 
financial conditions have tightened enough or the data have softened enough that labor market 
tightening seems likely to stop.  This is not a new take. It is what we should have been thinking all along, 
in my view.  But some people may have realized last week that the Fed is holding their hand less than 
they were hoping? 

Before moving on from Powell’s comments, I would like to list as a series of asides some comments he 
made that do not relate to the main theme of this note but are interesting in their own right: 

• In the video, you can see Powell biting his tongue when Kaplan suggest that inverting the yield curve 
would be a mistake.  Powell seems to realize that the Fed cannot simply wish the business cycle away. 

• When asked about the policy process that the Fed, the extent to which decisions are collaborative, 
Powell praised his colleagues as providing useful input. Without being rude, he implied it is his call. 

• He roughly conceded that not all meetings have really been “live” during the past year and that the Fed 
has had a strong preference to  move only at quarter end.  But next year every meeting will be live. 

• He strongly implied that the recent widening of libor-OIS is technical and not a signal of banking system 
stress. 

• At the conclusion of the interview, he mentioned that the “economy can grow faster.” That was 
interpreted by the media as Powell being dovish on supply-side constraints.  But it was not really. It was 
an I-believe-in-the-future-of-America boilerplate throwaway line. 

Clarida 

The Clarida interview was much shorter and more information intensive, which I noticed because I had to 
keep pausing the video to write down the relevant bits.  A couple minutes in Clarida mentions that policy 
must “now” be data dependent, which prompted Liesman to ask if this is something new.  “Exactly”, it is 
brand new.    

According to Clarida, the latter-day Yellen Fed made the decision to get rates off zero, which had been an 
“emergency setting” and to return them to “more normal” levels.  But now rates within range of estimated 
neutral, so the Fed must pay much closer attention to the data.  This is where Clarida added to Powell’s 
dark room metaphor, by adding that the Chairman wanted to avoid stubbing his toe. 

There are several problems with Clarida’s description of events here, which I will skip going over to avoid 
repetition.  I would just insist that there is a reason (the data) Yellen to get off zero. It is not that it took her 
eight years to notice that zero is kind of low. 
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https://frontharbor.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/fh-180911.pdf


Separately, Clarida can’t seem to keep straight what role his concept of neutral is playing here. He both 
emphasizes that neutral is estimated within a range and insists that we are now “certainly” below it.  And 
he suggests that policy might have to go beyond neutral (even if the data are not particularly surprising) 
and that they might stop ahead of estimated neutral being achieved. If you listen carefully, he says 
everything and therefore nothing.  

Again, though, some investors probably took this as evidence that the Fed is not hell bent on staying on 
auto-pilot til they get to neutral, which I would say is the correct if somewhat belated judgment. 

Clarida also made some comments that do not relate directly to the theme of this note but were 
interesting in their own right.  Just quickly, he was dismissive of the macro significance of recent 
weakness in the equity market and of the notion that the Fed is going too far too fast. He also revealed 
his credentials as a (probably-sincere) supply-side optimist, based in part on his view that the tax cut 
lowers the cost of capital to business. Powell’s comments along those lines were throwaway, but I would 
guess Clarida’s comments will end up providing a relevant insight into his decision making. 

His most striking comments away from the main theme here, though, came when Liesman pointed out to 
him that Mark Zandi, an economist at Moody’s, had suggested that the Fed has never succeeded in 
approaching full employment from above but has invariably triggered recession when attempting to 
nudge the unemployment rate up a bit.  As Goldman has pointed out, every time the 3-month moving 
average of unemployment rate has moved up 30 bps, the US economy has found itself in recession. 

I am not sure if Clarida had not had his coffee, but he interpreted this as a question about renormalizing 
the funds rate, which he suggested the Fed had done successfully in the mid-1990s.  A question about 
the unemployment rate prompted an answer about r*.   That was weird, and fits my take that that whole 
neutral discussion is muddled and mostly just for show. 

That aside, Liesman was probing at what strikes me as the main cyclical issue just now, which is why the 
chart on the first page of this note is what it is.   The labor market is overshooting and employment growth 
will at some point have to be ratcheted down a lot.   

No smooth talk and obfuscation from the Fed can get around that, although precisely how it plays out 
remains open to debate.  

Gerard MacDonell 
gerard@frontharbor.com 
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